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Abstract Automatically recognized terminology is widely used for various
domain-specific texts processing tasks, such as machine translation, informa-
tion retrieval or ontology construction. However, there is still no agreement
on which methods are best suited for particular settings and, moreover, there
is no reliable comparison of already developed methods. We believe that one
of the main reasons is the lack of state-of-the-art methods implementations,
which are usually non-trivial to recreate.
In order to address these issues, we present ATR4S, an open-source soft-
ware written in Scala that comprises more than 15 methods for automatic
terminology recognition (ATR) and implements the whole pipeline from text
document preprocessing, to term candidates collection, term candidates scor-
ing, and finally, term candidates ranking. It is highly scalable, modular and
configurable tool with support of automatic caching.
We also compare 13 state-of-the-art methods on 7 open datasets by average
precision and processing time. Experimental comparison reveals that no single
method demonstrates best average precision for all datasets and that other
available tools for ATR do not contain the best methods.
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1 Introduction
Automatic terminology recognition (ATR) aims at extraction of terms —
words and collocations designating domain-specific concepts — from a col-
lection of text documents belonging to that domain. Extracted terms then
can be used for many tasks including machine translation [19], information
retrieval [28], sentiment analysis [31], ontology construction and ontology en-
richment [5].
Despite this importance, the ATR task is still far from being solved: re-
searches continue to propose new methods for ATR, which usually show aver-
age precision below 80% even on top 500-1000 terms [17,46,47] and thus are
hardly used in practice. Moreover, there is still no fair and reliable compari-
son of already developed methods. Most works compare 1-2 newly proposed
methods with several old baselines on 1-3 datasets only.
The reason is that a lot efforts are required both to obtain datasets for
comparison and to reimplement modern methods, which are usually non-trivial
and dependent on proprietary modules.
To address these issues, we present an open-source implementation of ATR
methods and their comparison on many datasets. In more detail, our main
contributions are the following:
1. ATR4S1: an open-source implementation of more than 10 state-of-the-art
methods for ATR written in Scala; note that it can be easily used in any
language working on Java Virtual Machine including Java itself.
2. Modification of KeyConceptRelatedness method [3] by replacing propri-
etary module for semantic relatedness computation with open-source tool
word2vec [34].
3. Comparison of 13 state-of-the-art methods on 7 datasets by average preci-
sion and processing time. In particular, more correct evaluation of unsuper-
vised methods with many parameters (namely, PU-ATR [3] and aforemen-
tioned KeyConceptRelatedness) by adapting the cross-validation strategy.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discuss ATR methods and
overview existing software tools for ATR. Section 3 describes ATR4S architec-
ture and implemented methods, including proposed modifications of KeyCon-
ceptRelatedness. Section 4 presents experimental evaluation. The last section
outlines the paper.
2 Related work
2.1 ATR methods
The first survey by Kageura and Umino [22] devoted to ATR distinguished all
methods into linguistic and statistical. Then, in a survey by Pazienza et al. [37]
of 2005, it was argued that all modern algorithms include linguistic methods
1 https://github.com/ispras/atr4s
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as a filtering step. Finally, the most recent survey by Astrakhantsev et al. [5]
identified the general pipeline of ATR methods: preprocessing, term candidates
collection, term candidates scoring, and term candidates ranking.
Preprocessing transforms input text into a sequence of elements needed for
further term candidates extraction; most often, each of such elements consists
of lemmatized token with attached part of speech tag; some works [21,47] use
instead noun phrases obtained by shallow parsing.
Term candidates extraction can be seen as a filtering step: it should throw
out such words and collocations that are almost certainly not terms, based on
simple linguistic and statistical criteria like presence of stop word or minimal
frequency of occurrence.
Term candidates scoring, i.e. assigning a number to each term candidate
reflecting its likelihood of being a term, is the most important and sophisti-
cated step in the whole pipeline. Considering the type of information used to
score term candidate, we can form the following groups: methods based on
frequencies of term candidate occurrences (with large subgroup of word as-
sociation measures); on occurrences contexts; on reference corpora; on topic
modeling; on Wikipedia. ATR4S includes most promising methods for each
group; see details in section 3.3.
Term candidates ranking is the final step, which lets to take the top candi-
dates and thus distinguish terms from not terms. It is trivial in case of only one
term scoring method, because we can simply rank by that score; and the vast
majority of works belongs to this group. Some works use linear combination,
voting algorithm or semi-supervised learning, we discuss them in section 3.4.
Another set of works [4,17,35] apply supervised machine learning.
2.2 ATR software tools
There are many software tools developed for ATR to date. However, most
of them provide only 1 or 2 methods, which are usually outdated. For ex-
ample, TerMine2 is based on CValue/NC-Value methods (and academic us-
age only); FlexiTerm contains C-Value and ”a simple term variant normal-
isation method” [41]; TOPIA3 lists only one method without algorithm de-
scription and it is not updated since 2009; TermRider4 utilizes TF-IDF only;
TermSuite [11] ranks candidates by Weirdness method, but focuses on recog-
nizing term variants based on syntactic and morphological patterns.
Some tools are limited by searching for mentions of (named) entities (for ex-
ample, OpenCalais5) or named entites and Wikipedia concepts (Texterra [42]).
Another tool6 supports only supervised recognition of 1-word and 2-words
terms.
2 http://www.nactem.ac.uk/software/termine
3 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/topia.termextract
4 https://gate.ac.uk/projects/neon/termraider.html
5 http://www.opencalais.com/about-open-calais/
6 https://bitbucket.org/Meister17/term-extraction
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JATE 2.0 [47] is the most similar tool to ATR4S: it is written in Java and
also can be natively used in any JVM-based language, contains many ATR
algorithms and multiple methods for term candidates collection; it is highly
modular and adaptable. However, it lacks a lot of actual state-of-the-art meth-
ods, namely those based on occurrences contexts, topic models, Wikipedia, and
non-trivial ranking algorithms such as Voting [46] and PU-ATR [3]. It also de-
pends on Apache Solr7, which may simplify its integration to the application
that already uses Solr, but may as well complicate its usage as a library.
3 Architecture
ATR4S follows general pipeline of term recognition: texts preprocessing, term
candidates collection, term candidates scoring, and term candidates ranking.
Subsections below describe each step in details.
3.1 Preprocessing
At the preprocessing step, ATR4s splits input text documents into sentences,
tokenizes obtained sentences, and finds part of speech tags and lemmas for ob-
tained tokens. In order to perform these tasks, ATR4S incorporated 3 external
NLP libraries: Stanford CoreNLP [30], Emory nlp4j8 and Apache OpenNLP9.
We use the first one in all experiments10.
3.2 Term candidates collection
ATR4S extracts consecutive word n-grams of specified orders (by default, from
1 to 4) as term candidates.
Three basic filters can be applied before formation of term candidate oc-
currence (or term occurrence, for brevity):
1. Noise word filter: keeps term occurrence if all of its lemmas have length not
less than the predefined limit and match the predefined regular expression
(by default, length limit is 3 characters and regular expression filters out
words containing non-alphanumeric characters). This filter is most useful
for texts obtained from automatic parsing (e.g. PDF or HTML) and thus
containing a lot of noise words.
7 http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
8 https://emorynlp.github.io/nlp4j/
9 http://opennlp.apache.org/
10 Preliminary experiments show drop of 1-5% in average precision in case of switching
from Stanford CoreNLP, mainly because of part of speech tagging errors; however, note that
Stanford CoreNLP is distributed under GPL, while others are licensed under the Apache
License, Version 2.0.
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2. Stop word filter: keeps term occurrence if the predefined set of stop words
contains no lemma of the term occurrence. By default, we use stop words
list from the SMART retrieval system [40].
3. Part of speech (PoS) tags pattern: keeps term occurrence if its PoS tags
match the pattern encoded as the regular expression. By default, we apply
the commonly-used pattern [7] extended by allowing prepositions between
nouns: (NN(S)?|JJ|NNP|NN(S?)IN)*(NN(S)?)
Then ATR4S combines occurrences with the same canonical representa-
tion (lemmas joined by underscore symbol, e.g. information_processing) as
belonging to the same term candidate.
Finally, ATR4S filters out term candidates occurring rarer than the prede-
fined number of times (by default, 2), in order to (a) reduce noise occurring
due to errors in preprocessing steps or input data preparation; (b) improve
quality of scoring methods: most of them use occurrences frequency; and (c)
reduce computation efforts.
3.3 Term candidates scoring
ATR4S includes more than 15 methods for term candidates scoring; below we
describe them grouped by the type of information used to score term candidate.
3.3.1 Methods based on occurrences frequencies
Most methods for term candidates scoring are based on the intuition that the
more frequently some word or collocation occur in the domain-specific text
collection, the more likely it is a term for this domain. This subsection describes
methods that utilize this intuition only, i.e. those considering only frequencies
of words constituting term candidate and ignoring other information.
Besides Term frequency (TF) itself, this group contains Average term fre-
quency (ATF) [47], TF-IDF [15], Residual IDF (RIDF) [47], CValue [18], Ba-
sic [6], and ComboBasic [3].
ATF simply normalizes term frequency by number of documents containing
this term candidate.
TF-IDF is a classical information retrieval measure showing high values for
term candidates that occur frequently in few documents:
TF · IDF (t) = TF (t) · log
D
DTF (t)
, (1)
where D is a total number of document in collection, DTF (t) is a number
of documents containing term candidate t.
RIDF was originally proposed for keywords extraction [8] and than re-used
for term recognition [47]. It is based on the assumption that the deviation of
observed IDF from the IDF modeled by Poisson distribution is higher for
keywords than for ordinary words.
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RIDF (t) = TF (t) · log
D
DTF (t)
+ log(1− e−ATF (t)), (2)
C-Value, one of the most popular methods, promotes term candidates that
occur frequently, but not as parts of other term candidates. This method
was supposed to work with multi-word term candidates only; ATR4S includes
modification proposed by Ventura et al. [43] that supports one-word term
candidates as well:
C-V alue(t) =
{
log2(|t|+ 0.1) · TF (t), if {s : t ⊂ s} = ∅;
log2(|t|+ 0.1) ·
(
TF (t)−
∑
s TF (s)
|{s:t⊂s}|
)
, else.
(3)
where |t| is a length of term candidate t (number of words), s is a set of
term candidates containing t, i.e. such candidates that t is a their substring.
Basic is a modification of C-Value for intermediate level (of specificity)
terms extraction. Like original C-Value, it can extract multi-word terms only;
however, unlike C-Value, Basic promotes term candidates that are part of
other term candidates, because such terms are usually served for creation of
more specific terms.
Basic(t) = |t| log f(t) + αet, (4)
where et is a number of term candidates containing t.
ComboBasic modifies Basic further, so that the level of term specificity can
be customized by changing parameters of the method:
ComboBasic(t) = |t| log f(t) + αet + βe
′
t, (5)
where e′t is a number of term candidates that are contained in t. Therefore,
by increasing β, one can extract more specific terms and vice versa.
Note that ATR4S does not include methods based on word association
measures like
z-test [12], t-test [9], χ2-test, Loglikelihood [13], Mutual Information (MI) [10],
Lexical Cohesion [36], Term Cohesion [25], because they were repeatedly shown
to obtain not better results than simple frequency [44,35,47].
3.3.2 Methods based on occurrences contexts
Methods from this group follows the distributional hypothesis [20] and try to
distinguish terms from non-terms by considering their contexts. We are aware
of only 2 such methods: NC-Value [18] and DomainCoherence [6]; since the
latter is a modification of the former and was shown to work better [6], ATR4S
includes only it.
DomainCoherence works in 3 steps. First, it extracts 200 best term candi-
dates by using Basic method.
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Then, words from contexts of previously extracted 200 terms are filtered: it
keeps only nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs that occur in at least 1 quarter
of all documents and are similar to these 200 term candidates, i.e. ranked in
the top 50 by averaged Normalized PMI:
s(w) =
1
|T |
∑
t∈T
NPMI(t, w) =
1
|T |
∑
t∈T
log
(
P (t,w)
P (t)P (w)
)
log(P (t, w))
, (6)
where w is a context word; T is a set of 200 best term candidates extracted
by Basic; P (t, w) is a probability of occurrence of word w in the context
of t; P (t) and P (w) are probabilities of occurrences of term t and word w,
correspondingly. These probabilities are estimated on the basis of occurrence
frequencies in the input collection; context is considered to be a 5 words win-
dow.
Finally, as a weight of a term candidate, DomainCohrerence takes the
average of the same NPMI measures computed with each of 50 context words
extracted at the previous step.
3.3.3 Methods based on reference corpora
There are multiple methods based on the assumption that terms can be distin-
guished from other words and collocations by comparing occurrences statistics
of considered domain-specific collection with statistics of some reference corpus
(usually, from general domain).
DomainPertinence [33] is the simplest implementation of this idea:
DomainPertinence(t) =
TFtarget(t)
TFreference(t)
, (7)
where TFtarget(t) is a frequency of term candidate t in target (domain-specific)
collection; TFreference is a frequency in reference (general) collection.
Weirdness [1] normalizes it by sizes (in number of words) of document
collections:
Weirdness(t) =
NTFtarget(t)
NTFreference(t)
, (8)
where NTFtarget(t) and NTFreference are frequencies of t normalized by sizes
of target and reference collections, respectively11.
Relevance [38] further updates it by taking into account fraction of docu-
ments, where term candidate occur:
Relevance(t) = 1−
(
log2
(
2 +
NTFtarget(t) ·DFtarget(t)
NTFreference(t)
))−1
(9)
11 Note that in case of simple ranking Weirdness and DomainPertinence show exact the
same results, because scores for the same term candidate computed by these 2 methods
differ by a constant multiplier only.
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ATR4S uses Corpus of Historical American English12 as a reference collec-
tion.
3.3.4 Methods based on topic modeling
These methods are based on the idea that topic modeling uncovers seman-
tic information useful for term recognition; in particular, that distribution of
words over topics found by topic modeling is a less noisy signal than simple
frequency of occurrences.
To the best of our knowledge, this group contains only one method capable
to extract terms of arbitrary length, that is Novel Topic Model [27].
First, it obtains probability distribution of words over the following topics:
φt – general topics (1 ≤ t ≤ 20); φB – background topic; φD – document-
specific topic. Then, it extracts 200 words most probable for each topic: Vt, VB,
VD, correspondingly; finally, for each term candidate ci its weight is computed
as a sum of maximal probabilities for each of its Li words (wi1wi2...wiLi):
NTM(ci) = log(TFi) ·
∑
1≤j≤Li,wj∈∪{Vt}t∈T∪{B,D}
φ
mtwj
wj , (10)
where mtwj = argmaxt∈T∪{B,D} φ
t
wj
For topic modeling, ATR4S uses open source framework13.
3.3.5 Methods based on Wikipedia
All methods mentioned above require large collection of text documents, oth-
erwise statistics of term candidates occurrences is too noisy. The only way
to overcome it in case of small collection is to use external resources. Such
a resource should satisfy two requirements: (a) it should be specific enough
to contain domain-specific information needed to distinguish terms from not
terms; (b) it should be general enough to be applicable for many domains in
practice. Wikipedia14 satisfy these requirements: it is multilingual (English
version contains more than 5 million articles), covers a lot of domains and
keeps growing.
One of the simplest method in this group is WikiPresence: it returns 1 if
term candidate occurs in Wikipedia pages as hyperlink caption; 0 otherwise.
Example of its usage is an additional filter for other methods [3].
LinkProbability [2] is a normalized frequency of being hyperlink in Wikipedia
pages:
LinkProbT (t) =
{
0 - if Wikipedia does not contain t or H(t)
W (t) < T ;
H(t)
W (t) - else,
(11)
12 http://www.ngrams.info/download_coha.asp
13 https://github.com/ispras/tm
14 https://www.wikipedia.org/
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where H(t) is a number of occurrences of term candidate t as a hyperlink
caption; W (t) is a total number of occurrences in Wikipedia pages; T is a
method parameter needed to filter out too small values, because they occur
due to markup errors in most cases; experimentally chosen value T = 0.018 is
used by default.
This method propagates term candidates that are specific enough to be
provided with a hyperlink; however, it is able to distinguish terms from general
words and collocations, but not from terms of other domains.
KeyConceptsRelatedness [2] interprets domain-specific terms as words and
collocations that are semantically related to knowingly domain-specific con-
cepts. This method assumes concepts that are key for many documents in the
input collection to be a good approximation for such knowingly domain-specific
concepts.
Originally, it was based on computation of semantic relatedness between
two Wikipedia concepts (i.e. pages) by Dice measure, which considers numbers
of common and total neighbors of these pages. We modified this: instead of
Dice measure, we use cosine distance between word embedding vectors [34] cor-
responding to Wikipedia concepts. More precisely, we preprocess15 Wikipedia
dump by removing markup, while keeping occurrences of Wikipedia concepts
(replace each hyperlink by special token that includes title of link’s target
concept), and by tokenizing and stemming, then we build16 word embedding
model and, finally, use it for semantic relatedness computation.
Another modification relates to extraction of key concepts from a text
document. Initially, KeyConceptsRelatedness used algorithm based on seman-
tic graph construction and clustering, but it works too slowly: in particular,
because it requires full word sense disambiguation of all texts.
We propose to use simplified version of KP-Miner [14]: In order to be
considered as a candidate to key concept, a word or a collocation must: (a)
occur at least twice; (b) have an occurrence among the first 80017 words; (c)
be a valid term candidate, i.e. satisfy requirements listed in Section 3.2; and
(d) be contained in the vocabulary of constructed word embedding model (i.e.
Wikipedia dump should contain at least 5 hyperlinks to the concept with
the same title as the word/collocation). Then we rank such candidates by the
product of their length (in words) and number of occurrences in the document.
In summary, the modified algorithm for KeyConceptsRelatedness is the
following:
1. Extract key concepts for the whole document collection:
(a) extract d key concepts from each document (see the algorithm above);
(b) keep N key concepts with maximal frequency (number of being chosen
as a key concept).
2. For each term candidate: if the word embedding model does not contain
the term candidate, then return 0; otherwise compute semantic relatedness
15 https://github.com/phdowling/wiki2vec
16 https://github.com/RaRe-Technologies/gensim
17 We keep original constant from KP-Miner algorithm.
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to extracted N key concepts by weighted kNN adapted for the case with
only positive instances:
simk(c, CN ) =
1
k
k∑
i=1
cos(vc, vi) (12)
where c is a term candidate; CN is a set of N key concepts sorted by
semantic relatedness to c in descending order; k is a parameter from kNN
(should be much smaller than N); vc is an embedding vector corresponding
to the term candidate; vi is an embedding vector corresponding to the key
concept i.
This method propagates a term candidate that has correspondingWikipedia
article, which is semantically related to key concepts of the whole document
collection.
3.4 Term candidates ranking
As we already mentioned in section 2, term candidates ranking becomes non-
trivial in case of multiple methods for term candidates scoring. (Following
terminology of machine learning, we will refer such methods for scoring as
features, for brevity.) General idea for this problem is to aggregate values of
multiple features into one number (usually, between 0 and 1), thus reducing
the task to ranking by one method.
One of the most popular method is a linear combination of features with
some predefined (usually, equal) coefficients. Examples include PostRankDC [6]
and GlossEx [36].
Note that linear combination does not require scores of other term candi-
dates to be computed in advance, so it is simpler and faster18, but misses po-
tentially useful information. Voting algorithm [46] considers values of all term
candidates and it was shown [46] to outperform single methods and weighted
average (i.e. linear combination):
V (t) =
n∑
i=1
1
r(fi(t))
, (13)
where r(fi(t)) is a rank of term candidate t among all candidates sorted by
feature fi only; n is a total number of aggregated features.
More sophisticated approach is PU-ATR [2], which is based on the ideas of
bootstrapping (like NC-Value and DomainCoherence) and positive unlabeled
(PU) learning.
It extracts top 50-200 terms by single method (seed method); then com-
putes values for multiple features for all term candidates; learns positive-
unlabeled classifier by considering these seed terms as positive instances and all
18 In particular, because it can be easily parallelized by term candidates.
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other term candidates as unlabeled instances, where each instance is a vector
of feature values; and, finally, applies learned classifier to each term candidate,
so that the obtained classifier’s confidence is a final aggregated value.
ComboBasic is recommended [3] as a seed method, because (a) it lets to
adjust the level of specificity of seed terms and thus indirectly affects the level
of specificity of all terms; (b) it is simple enough to include terms of different
nature, i.e. terms that can be extracted by using different types of information
(see Section 3.3), so that PU algorithm overfits less probably.
Note that we perform probabilistic classification, which can suffer from the
problem of multicollinearity. Thus, following the previous work [3], we assume
that scoring methods from different groups weakly correlate and choose them
as features: C-Value (occurrences frequencies), DomainCoherence (occurrences
contexts), Relevance (reference corpora), NovelTopicModel (topic modeling),
LinkProbability (Wikipedia, domain-independent specificity), KeyConceptRe-
latedness (Wikipedia, domain-specificity).
Different Positive-Unlabeled algorithms were shown [3] to work similarly
for this task, so we chose the simplest one [29], with Logistic Regression19 as
an internal probabilistic classifier (during preliminary experiments we found
it outperforming Random Forest classifier).
3.5 Tool features
ATR4S is highly scalable (by CPUs of one machine), modular and configurable
tool that supports automatic caching.
Scalability is provided by storing documents and candidates in Scala par-
allel collection: preprocessing and most steps of candidates collection can be
parallelized by documents; candidates scoring can be parallelized by candi-
dates themselves.
The whole pipeline is instantiated by its own configuration class, which
contains corresponding configurations for each constituent step, which are con-
figurable in the same way, i.e. by constructor injection, until the final configu-
rations with constants only, not instances of other configuration classes. This
configuration can be serialized/deserialized to/from a human-readable JSON
file that can be manually edited, so the tool can be easily configured without
a necessity to rebuild it.
Described architecture enables automatic caching: since configuration for
each step uniquely determines result of such step, we can cache that result and
address it by the corresponding configuration20. Considering the observation
that ATR methods usually require fine-tuning for optimal quality and thus
are often launched many times, such caching can significantly speed up un-
changed (previous) steps, e.g. dataset preprocessing or candidates collection,
and therefore, speed up the whole process.
19 We use Apache Spark MLlib for supervised ML: http://spark.apache.org/mllib/
20 See details in the source code, class ru.ispras.atr.utils.Cacher.
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4 Evaluation
4.1 Experiments design
We evaluate ATR4S on 7 datasets: GENIA [23], FAO [32], Krapivin [26],
Patents [21], ACL RD-TEC [45], ACL RD-TEC 2.0 [39], EuroParl [24] with
Eurovoc thesaurus21. See table 1 for summary statistics.
Table 1 Datasets summary statistics
Dataset Domain Docs
Words,
thousands
Expected
Terms
Source
of terms
GENIA Biomedicine 2000 494 35104 Manual markup
FAO Agriculture 779 26672 1554 Authors’ keywords
Krapivin Computer Science 2304 21189 8766
Authors’ keywords and
Protodog [16] glossary
Patents Engineering 12 120 1595 Manual markup
ACL
Computational
Linguistics
10085 41202 21543
Manual annotation of
top 82000 candidates
ACL 2.0
Computational
Linguistics
300 33 3095 Manual markup
Europarl Politics 9672 63279 15094 Eurovoc thesaurus
We extract term candidates by using default parameters and filters de-
scribed in section 3.2; table 2 shows summary statistics of collected candidates.
Table 2 Term candidates summary statistics
Dataset 1-grams 2-grams 3-grams 4-grams
Total
candidates
Candidates among
expected terms
GENIA 5000 8536 2694 506 16736 9433
FAO 44835 201685 52004 7925 306449 1343
Krapivin 36665 153625 44488 7259 242037 6038
Patents 1105 1105 290 47 2650 729
ACL 91026 236001 65195 7528 399750 14903
ACL 2.0 763 520 65 6 1354 755
Europarl 24040 188111 40336 3292 255779 6841
We use a standard metric for ATR, that is average precision at level K
(AvP):
AvP (K) =
K∑
i=1
P (i)(R(i)−R(i− 1)), (14)
where P (i) is precision at level i; R(i) is recall at level i.
21 http://eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal
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We choose K to be equal to the number of expected terms among extracted
term candidates for the dataset (see the last column in table 2): in this case,
perfect algorithm for ranking term candidates reaches 100% quality by AvP.
In order to find best parameters of the methods modified in this work,
that are KeyConceptRelatedness and PU-method, we adapt cross-validation
strategy in the following way: each dataset is considered to be a fold; one fold
is test – we use it for computing average precision of the parameter set chosen
as the best one; other folds are validation – we use them for choosing the best
parameter set as follows:
1. evaluate each parameter set on each dataset, i.e. associate each parameter
set with the AvP obtained on this dataset;
2. find the maximum AvP on that dataset;
3. compute relative goodness of each parameter set for each dataset by divid-
ing AvP of this parameter set on the maximum AvP for this dataset;
4. choose the best (CV) parameter set as the one with maximum product of
relative goodnesses over all (validation) datasets.
We prefer this strategy to the commonly used optimization over all datasets,
because it is more similar to the real setting, when we apply ATR to the new
dataset without any labeled data and have to use (or at least start from)
parameters that were optimized on some previous datasets. It is especially
relevant for the methods with many parameters like KeyConceptRelatedness
and PU-method due to their potentially higher chances of overfitting. For the
same reason, we also keep 1 dataset, Europarl, from using it in any experiments
except for the final comparison.
4.2 Quality results (average precision)
To optimize parameters of KeyConceptRelatedness method we perform grid
search with the following set of possible values: count of key concepts per
document d = {3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30}; total count of key concepts N = {50, 100,
200, 300, 500}; count of nearest keys k = {1, 2, 3, 5, 10}.
Table 3 Best parameters for KeyConceptRelatedness method
Test fold
Best parameters
Max AvP
CV parameters
Test AvP
d N k d N k
GENIA 3 500 3 0.6845 15 500 2 0.6757
FAO 20 300 2 0.4853 15 500 2 0.4671
Krapivin 15 500 1 0.3623 15 300 2 0.2844
Patents 15 50 3 0.6263 15 500 2 0.6190
ACL 30 500 2 0.3294 15 500 2 0.3227
ACL 2.0 15 200 3 0.7645 15 500 2 0.7124
As we can see from table 3, parameters found by cross-validation are quite
stable: parameter set d = 15, N = 500, k = 2 shows the highest result in 4
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of 5 cases and in the same 4 cases difference between test AvP and best AvP
is about 1-2%; at the same time, parameter sets optimized for one dataset
(columns named Best parameters) predictably vary a lot. By optimizing over
all 6 datasets we have the same parameters set: d = 15, N = 500, k = 2, which
is used for Europarl dataset in the final comparison methods.
To optimize parameters of PU-ATR method we perform grid search with
the following set of possible values: coefficient used in ComboBasic method for
the number of containing terms α = {0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.75, 1}; coefficient used in
ComboBasic method for the number of contained terms β = {0, 0.1, 0.5, -0.1,
-0.25, -0.5}; threshold used in PU algorithm for determining reliable negative
instances t = {0.1, 0.05, 0.025}.
Table 4 Best parameters for PU-ATR method
Test fold
Best parameters
Max AvP
CV parameters
Test AvP
a b t a b t
GENIA 0.5 -0.5 0.05 0.7865 0.75 0.1 0.05 0.7823
FAO 0.75 0.1 0.1 0.4526 1.0 0.1 0.025 0.4429
Krapivin 0.5 0.1 0.025 0.4389 0.75 0.1 0.1 0.4210
Patents 0.75 -0.5 0.025 0.6925 0.75 0.1 0.05 0.6821
ACL 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.5089 0.75 0.1 0.05 0.4938
ACL 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.025 0.8137 1.0 -0.1 0.1 0.8028
Table 4 shows that parameters are not so stable, but the difference between
test AvP and best AvP is about 1-2% in all cases. By optimizing over all 6
datasets we have the following parameter set: α = 0.75, β = 0.1, t = 0.05,
which is used for Europarl dataset in the final comparison methods.
Table 5 Comparison of all methods over all datasets (by average precision)
Method GENIA FAO Krapivin Patents ACL ACL2 Europarl
AvgTermFreq 0.7105 0.0415 0.1107 0.5397 0.0682 0.6802 0.1689
ResidualIDF 0.7047 0.0133 0.1063 0.5268 0.0645 0.6774 0.1302
CValue 0.7283 0.3845 0.4009 0.6452 0.4304 0.7879 0.3213
Basic 0.6444 0.3795 0.3912 0.5548 0.5393 0.6966 0.3917
ComboBasic 0.6440 0.3797 0.3913 0.5526 0.5391 0.7013 0.3920
PostRankDC 0.6655 0.4138 0.4068 0.5033 0.4577 0.6471 0.3784
Relevance 0.7410 0.1504 0.2988 0.5044 0.4782 0.7530 0.2139
Weirdness 0.7672 0.1478 0.3315 0.5422 0.4797 0.7579 0.2270
NovelTopicModel 0.7138 0.0598 0.1081 0.6003 0.2484 0.7958 0.2076
LinkProbability 0.7071 0.0068 0.1024 0.4571 0.0980 0.7185 0.0851
KeyConceptRel. 0.6758 0.4671 0.3384 0.6190 0.3227 0.7124 0.3408
Voting 0.7582 0.1326 0.2683 0.6243 0.3353 0.7871 0.2617
PU-ATR 0.7823 0.4429 0.4210 0.6821 0.4938 0.8028 0.3688
Table 5 presents comparison of all methods over all datasets. Note that
we use parameter set chosen by cross-validation for KeyConceptRelatedness
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and PU-ATR and default parameters for other methods. Voting aggregates
the same 5 features as PU-ATR, see section 3.4.
PU-ATR seems to be the most stable: it is the best for 4 datasets and
in top 3 methods for all datasets. However, it is the most computationally
intensive method, see the next subsection.
Note also that none of the methods showing best results in this experiment
are implemented in other tools.
4.3 Performance results (time)
We estimated performance of ATR4S on a machine with Intel Core i5-2500
(3.3GHz, 4 cores) and 32 Gb RAM, from which 12 Gb was set as a maximum
memory allocation pool for Java Virtual Machine, see Table 6. Since prepro-
cessing and candidates collection steps are the same for all methods, we show
them in the first 2 rows and ignore that time for scoring/ranking methods.
Table 6 Comparison of all methods over all datasets (by time, in seconds or minutes)
Task GENIA FAO Krapivin Patents ACL ACL2 Europarl
Preprocessing 6.6s 7.1m 4.6m 3.7s 7.8m 2.0s 8.1m
Candidates 5.3s 3.4m 2.2m 1.7s 4.5m 1.1s 6.9m
AvgTermFreq 0.1s 0.6s 0.5s 0.0s 0.8s 0.0s 0.8s
ResidualIDF 0.1s 0.6s 0.5s 0.0s 0.8s 0.0s 0.8s
CValue 0.2s 1.8s 1.6s 0.1s 2.3s 0.1s 1.5s
Basic 0.1s 1.0s 0.8s 0.1s 1.2s 0.1s 0.8s
ComboBasic 0.2s 1.9s 1.5s 0.1s 2.2s 0.1s 1.6s
PostRankDC 1.1s 35.9s 12.9s 0.6s 21.2s 0.4s 18.2s
Relevance 1.4s 2.1s 2.1s 1.8s 2.4s 2.2s 2.3s
Weirdness 1.6s 1.8s 1.8s 1.6s 1.8s 2.3s 1.8s
NovelTopicModel 32.5s 8.7m 8.0m 2.3s 23.6m 3.4s 21.3m
LinkProbability 15.5s 20.3s 17.6s 18.9s 18.6s 16.0s 20.1s
KeyConceptRel. 1.1m 5.6m 3.5m 1.1m 6.3m 1.0m 9.8m
Voting 2.5m 15.1m 13.1m 2.0m 32.7m 1.9m 30.5m
PU-ATR 2.5m 16.5m 12.4m 1.9m 34.0m 1.9m 33.3m
As we can see, methods from the first 3 groups, i.e. those based on occur-
rences frequencies, contexts and reference corpora, are the fastest. Methods
based on Wikipedia require constant 15 sec (LinkProbability) or 1 min (Key-
ConceptRelatedness) for initialization, then their times depend on dataset size
almost linearly. NovelTopicModel is the slowest for big datasets; however, its
average precision is not good for big datasets anyway. Time required for PU-
ATR is almost the sum of used features times and Spark start time (about 30
secs).
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5 Conclusion
This paper presents ATR4S, an open-source tool for automatic terms recog-
nition, and experimental comparison of 13 state-of-the-art methods for ATR
on 7 datasets. ATR4S comprises more than 15 methods for ATR, supports
caching and human-readable configuration; it is written in Scala with parallel
collections wherever appropriate, so it utilizes all CPU cores.
Experimental comparison confirms observations that (1) no single method
is best for all datasets [46] and (2) multiple features should be combined for
better quality [17]; also it shows that other available tools lack the best meth-
ods, i.e. actual state-of-the-art methods, namely PU-ATR [3], KeyConceptRe-
latedness [3], NovelTopicModel [27], and Basic [6].
It is obvious that ATR4S does not include all methods capable to outper-
form already implemented ones on some settings, but we believe that these
implementations can be used as a basis for development of other methods or,
at least, for easy comparison. Nevertheless, the addition of new methods and
their experimental evaluation are the main directions of further improvement.
Regarding practical aspects of ATR task, in particular noisy input datasets,
which often contain documents from multiple domains, and scenarios assuming
terminology enrichment instead of extraction, we believe that incorporation
of document clustering and more sophisticated semi-supervised methods are
among the most promising research topics.
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